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OBSE RV ATIO N S D URING TH E MOUN T LO GAN EXPEDIT ION .

By ALLEN CARPE.

THE following notes are compiled from observat ions of
various kinds mad e during the Mt. Logan Expedition,

incidental to the work of the ascent . The observations were
made without preparation on th e part of th e writer, except in
regard to photography, and instruments and equipment were
necessarily restri cted to what could be carried personally by
members of the climbing party. No time was available for
scientific purp oses except incidental to the other activities of
the ascent .

General Topographic Observations .

The mountain having already been surv eyed by the Inter
national Boundary Commission in 1913, topographical obser
va tions were in general limited to the determination of our own
position and altitude during th e climb, and to minor additions
and corrections of exist ing map data. Such observations were
in the main as follows :

(1) The King glacier shown on the map as terminating above
the head of the Ogilvie glacier , and draining to it by the' Cas
cade ' icefall, actually continue as a smooth glacial valley to
the Quintino Sella glacier, which is tributary to th e Columbus
glacier and connects by through passes with the Fraser and
Baldwin glaciers of the Logan-Walsh-Chitina system. The
, Cascade' ice-fall is a minor lateral dissipator.

(2) Kin g col was found to terminat e in abrupt cliffs toward
th e Seward glacier, overhung by highly broken ice masses on
th e side adjoining Mt. Logan, instead of merging smoothly wit h
the upp er slopes of Mt. Logan as indicat ed on the map . The
map is based on the photograph taken by Vittorio Sella from
the summit of Mt. St . Elias in 1897, which has been th e only
existing source of information regarding thi s side of Mt . Logan .
In this photograph Kin g col is partially masked by a snow
covered spur of King peak, thereby preventing adequate
development of the topo graphy from th e dat a available at th e
t ime the map was drawn.

(3) Many features of the summit area of the mountain were
observed in greater detail than had previously been possible
from distan t stations of relatively lower altit ude.
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(4) 'I'he alt it ude relations of th e summit peaks were checked
by local observation (see below), and the indications of the
map confirmed.

Instrumental Observations.

Small pocket aneroids were carried by several members of
th e party. Some of these had been calibrated by comparison
with mercurial standards at room temperature, but none had
been checked for temperature errors at low t emperatures. A
larger aneroid, Short and Mason,London, wasfurnished specially
for th e expedition by the Canadian Gov rnment , and was pro
vided with complete calibrations by the Physical Testing
Laboratory, Ottawa. This was also the only instrument
embracing a sufficiently low pressure range for use at the
highest levels of the mountain .

Readings on the mountains were ta ken with two or more
instruments whenever possible, and were at all times corrected
for air temperature. On the lower valley glaciers the small
gradients and relatively large distances covered were unfavour
able to barometri c levelling. For this reason the altitude of
, Cascade Camp,' at the head of the Ogilvie glacier , was t aken
as a datum and scaled from the map at 7800 feet. Above this
point repeated relays enabled elevations to be carried forward
with considerable precision by the mean of ascending and
descending difference readings, and elevations up to King col
were established in this way . At higher altitudes the aneroids
were unreliable, the pressure indication being in general t oo
low (altitude too high). This is in accordance with the experi
ence of Dr. Sta ck on Mt . McKinley, and of other observers, and
is probably associated with temperature errors in the instru 
ments themselves, errors due to the formal method of correcting
for temperature of the air from th e mean of th e t emperatures'
at th e end stations, and depar tures from the basic assumptions
of static equilibrium of the atmosphere in the vicinity of large
mountain masses. Instr umental errors are known to be large
at th e low tempera tures encountered, and are a frequently
neglected source of error in the use of aneroid barometers, as
the instruments are supposed to be ' compensated ' for t em
perature. Actually, this compensation is never exact, and
may not be even approximate except within rather limi ted
ranges of temperature. The large Short and Mason aneroid is
now being tested at th e temperatures encountered on th e
expedit ion, so tha t a correction can be applied for temperature
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erro r in thi s instrument. Final analysis of th e discrepancies
noted should be deferred un til th ese test data are available.

Drift (lag or hysteresis), which causes the indications of the
an eroid to creep and show troublesome secular changes .after
being subjected to a new pressure, has been the cause of much
uncert ainty in alt it udes established by aneroids. It has been
treated very comprehensibly by the late Edward Whymper and
other mountaineers. Latterly , however, considerab le improve
ment has been made in aneroid construction, and th e drift in
good modern instruments should be small. Mr. Lambart
advi ses th at the drift in th e large Short and Mason aneroid is
almost negligibly small, probably the smallest. of any aneroid
ever used heretofore on a mountain ascent . Specifications and
test dat a for this aneroid and for one oth er instrument are
attached.

Comparison records of pressure and air temperature were
kept at Kennecott, McCarthy, and ' Hubrick's Camp ' (foot of
Chitina glacier) during the period of the expedition. In view,
however, of the considerable distances involved, it is uncertain,
un til th e figures are fully worked up, whether the observations
made at these points can be successfully applied to correct the
readings observed on the mountain itself.

Vertical angles were measur ed by means of an Abney typ e
hand level, previously adjusted and calibr ated against a tr ansit .
The alt itude of 'Windy Camp ' was determined with this
instrument from readings on Mt. St . Elias and King peak, as
follows:

J une 16, 1925.
Angle to King Peak
Estimated Map Distance
Height of Kin g Peak
Less-

Diff. for 47' at 5 ·25 miles 379
Curva ture and Refraction 16

47'
5 ·25 miles 1

17,130 feet

395

16,735 feet

1 Distances are as scaled in the field. It is subsequently suggested
by Mr. Lambart that the distance of 5·25 miles to King peak should
be decreased. Obviously, this would increase the resulting altitude
of ' Windy Camp,' bringing it into closer agreement with that
obtained from the sight on Mt , St. Elias. The agreement should,
of course, be regarded as partly accidental, as the angles can probably
not be relied upon to better than about 5 minutes.
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Angle to Mt . St . Elias .
Estimated Map Distance
Height of Mt. St . Elias .
Less-

Diff. for 22' at 24 ·75 miles . 836
Curvature and refraction 34-9

22'
24 ·75 miles

18,008 feet

1,185

16,823 feet
Weighted Mean Altit ude of Windy

Camp 16,760 feet

Barometric levels were carried forward from this point but
are not considered reliable for th e reasons stated above.

The hand level also served to determine th e slope of a steep
part of th e ascent above ' Cascade Camp,' where a slope of
390 30' was measured at an altitude of about 8700 ft . This is th e
st eepest pit ch actually measured on the ascent . The level was
also used to determine th e relative altitudes of th e two summits
climbed on June 23, th e second of th ese appearing under an
elevation angle of about 50' when sight ed Jrom the first . This
corresponds to a difference of about 77 ft. per mile, an amount
not readily distinguished by th e eye. A third summit to th e
N.E. was not sighted with th e level.

Maximum and minimum th ermometers carried on the
expedition were supplied to the writer by the kindness of Mr.
Howard Palmer and Dr. W. S. Ladd . These consisted of one
pocket-size combined maximum and minimum instrument
(Six's type) reading to about _20 0 F . with an accuracy of
about 10 F ., and one alcohol minimum th ermometer reading
to _750 F.; th e former was unfortunately snowed up and lost
during the night of June 23. In general, the overnight mini 
mum was read each morning, and th e actual temperature was
read whenever possible in connection with barometer obser
vat ions during the day, but no at tempt was made to record
maximum temperatures.

A record of th e temperatures during th e expedition is given
in th e at tached table. The lowest temperatures in th e valleys
app eared to occur during th e early hours of th e morning, while
at th e higher eleva tions, on clear nights, th e temperature
frequently dropped with great rapidity aft er sundown, the
minimum probably being approximated before midni ght.
Differences of several degrees were found between the minima
registered by the two thermometers when placed in different
locations about the tents . The lowest temperature recorded
was - 330 F . on June 18-1 9.
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A prismatic compass was carried, but there was lit tle occasion
to use it.

Physiological Observations.

Tests were mad e by th e writ er of the time of holding the
breath while at rest at different alt itudes up to 18,500 ft . The
results are tabulated herewith and are shown on th e attached
chart (upper part). The times could be duplicated to about
5 seconds, and are so. recorded.

Altitude.
o

3,500
13,875
16,760
18,500

Seconds breath held .
75
60
35
25
20

The dotted line on the chad indicat es for comparison the
data furnish ed by Major Hingston for th e Mt. Ev erest Expe
dition (' A.J.' xxxvii . 24). These are shown as plotted by
Major Hingston, th e tabulated observations given in his
report having evidently been adjusted in some way before
plot ting to correct for the fact that different subjects were
tested at the different altitudes. The dat a from Mt. Logan
and from Mt. Ev erest are in very good agreement, con
sidering the widely different conditions of climate and type of
work in th e two cases. The normal diminut ion of air pressure
with altitude is shown to an arbitr ary scale for comparison on
th e same chart.

It will be noted that the ability to hold th e breath decreases
in both cases roughly in proportion to the density of th e air
up to an elevation of about 14,000 ft ., and that a marked
increase in the effect of alt itude is indicated above this height
in both cases. This is made more evident in the second chart,
in which the ratio of th e holding time to the normal barometric
pressure is plotted against altitude. It will be seen that this
ratio decreases sharply above 14,000 ft. This appears to have
been in agreement with the sensations actually experienced on
both expeditions. I quote from Major Hingston : ' It (short 
ness of breath) was definitely app arent at 14,000 ft ., and above
19,000 ft. th e slightest exertion made breathing laboured and
severe.'

Pronounced Cheyne-Stokes respiration was not ed in the case
of one member of th e party while sleeping at 13,800 ft. ; this
member later turned back because of frostb ite. Another had
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TIllE BREATH HELD

-- liT. LOGAN - 1925

liT. EVEREST - 1924

25

20

o 5,000 10 ,000 15,000
ALTITUDE

20,000 FT.

RATIO OF TIllE BREATH HELD
'1'0 BAROIlETRIC PRESSURE.

o lilT. LOGAN - 1925

- -- liT. EVEREST - 1924\

o 5 .000 10,000 15.000
ALTITUDE

20,000 FT.

For upper diagram:
Vertical scales 4-2 inohes of mercury and 12t secon ds to the cen t imetre.

For lower diag ram :
secondsVertical scale 0-6 f to the centimetre.

inches 0 mercury
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some difficulty in breathing while passing th e night at about
19,000 ft . on June 23. No other cases of departure from
normal respiration while at rest were noted. The effects during
exertion appeared to the writer to be in the nature of extreme
weakness rather th an any acute distress, and differed in no
way, in so far as the writer could observe, from th e effects of
exhaust ion at lower alt itudes. No particular correlation was
noted between age and the effect of altitude.

Loss of appetite, sleeplessness, increased nervousness or
irritability, ' glacier lassitude,' hallucinations, delusions or any
other aberrations of the senses were not observed by the writ er,
nor were such observations brought to his attention by other
members of th e par ty. Estimations of mental conditions are
necessarily personal. The effects not ed by th e writer were
substantially identical with those experienced und er great
physical exhaustion at low altitudes, being characterized by a
deadening of the nervous, emotional, and volitional faculties,
without any particular impairment of the faculties of obser
vation. In regard to ' glacier lassitude,' it may be said that
we had little basis for judgment, as we were on glacier all the
time.

P7wtography.

Mr. Hamilton M. Laing, representing the Canadian Govern
ment , Department of Mines, took still and motion pictures of
the expedition up to its departure from' Trail End ' (foot of
Chitina glacier). A numb er of still cameras were carri ed by
members of the expedition, a small vest-pocket camera being
particularly useful under conditions of exposure.

Motion pictures of the mountaineering phases of th e expe
dition were obtained by the writ er, using portable equipment .
In the choice of cameras for this purpose it was felt that spring
motor drive was essent ial, although a light tripod was carried
and used whenever possible. The only cameras available for
such use at the time of the expedition were (a) the' Sept ,'
having a magazine capacity of 15 ft . of st andard gauge film,
(b) the Bell & Howell ' Filmo,' chambered for daylight loading
100-ft. reels of 16mm. narrow-gauge film. Before proceeding
with the use of the lat ter, assurance was had from the Eastm an
Kodak Company that enlargements could be made from the
narrow-gauge film to sta ndard gauge, and a satisfactory t est
enlargement was so made.

A ' Sept' camera was employed in the lower work and up to
an altitude of about 9000 feet. The small magazine capacity
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of this camera, with consequent frequent reloading, and the
necessity of charging the magazines with th e aid of a change
bag, greatly restrict its use .in the field and render it quit e
impracticable at th e higher levels under conditions of exposure.

The ' Filmo ' was used interchangeably with th e ' Sept' at
the lower levels and exclusively above 9000 ft. The large
capacity of th is camera without reloading, being equivalent in
picture capacity to 250 ft. of standard gauge film, together with
the fact that the film is supplied ready spooled in daylight
loading containers, is of inestimable advantage in working at
low temperatures and under adverse weather conditions.
Frequent rethreading or manipulation of a change-bag is im
possible in a storm with frozen fingers ; even operation of the
camera is difficult .

Photographically, th e results obtained with the narrow
gauge film are inherently inferior in definition and grain to
th ose obta inable with standard film. Surprisingly good pro
jection enlargements can be made from th e small film, con
sidering the size of the original image, but the writer's experience
in this connection does not lead him to recommend its use
except where the advantages mentioned above are cont rolling.
The advantage of weight alone, while appreciable, is not in
proportion to the reduction in size of the image, due to the
weight of th e special daylight loading package. Cooke 35mm.
and Dallmeyer 4-in. telephoto lenses were carried, but little
use was found for the latter. The motor drive of th e ' Filmo '
camera functioned smoothly and consistently at all tempera
tures encountered up to the summit of the mountain.

Wrat ten No.3 (Aero No. 1) filters in varnished gelatine were
used permanently in the lenses of the' Filmo ' and the writer's
still camera. They were found very effective in penetrating
such aerial haze as was encountered and in rendering distant
views and cloud effects ; a Wratten No. 15 (' G ') filter in
glass was used in addition in a few cases. The Aero No.1 is
a light yellow filter cutting quite sharply at 4500 A.D., and
requires an exposure factor of only 3t with ordinary ortho 
chromatic mat erial. The' G ' filter cuts at about 5100 A.D.,
and requires an exposure factor of about 25.

A word may not be out of place here as to the general problem
of operating photographic or other instruments under th e con
ditions experienced on Mt . Logan. Lenses frost over with ice
at the slight est provocation. Dry snow of the consistency of
fine sand finds its way into every recess. Delicate mechanical
controls cannot be manipulated while wearing heavy gloves
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or mittens, often coat ed with ice, while if th ese are removed,
th e fingers freeze quickly and become useless. Contact with
bare metal parts, of course, causes almost immediate frostbite.
'I'he seriousness of these limitations is difficult to appreciat e
without actual experience of th em. It is suggested that any
one contemplating instrument al work under similar conditions
will do well to consider carefully th e design of th e appara tus
used, in regard particularly to ruggedness and accessibility of
controls, simplicity of operation, protection of the instrument
from drift snow and of the operator from contact with exposed
metal.

Rock Samples.

A numb er of rock samples were collected, most of which
were, however, lost or abandoned during the descent or as a
result of the wreck of one of the rafts on July 12. Three
remaining samples, all taken 2 near the summit of ' Observation
Peak ' (about 11,000 feet, at the head of ' Cascade ' icefall),
have been determined thro ugh th e courtesy of Professor R. T.
Chamberlin, of the University of Chicago, as follows : 'Nos. 3
and 6 are a biotite-diorite gneiss. No. 5 appears to be th e same
rock, much weathered. These determinations were made by
flaking off small bits and determining their characteristics
under the microscope. For a more thorough determination
thin section slides are necessary.' Such slides have not been
made as yet, as it is doubtful whether a further determination
is warr anted in view of the very isolated nature of the specimens.

Samples Nos. 3 and 6, referred to above, are of a clear grey,
coarse-grained material which a layman would probably
describe as 'granite.' Sample No. 5 is of similar appearance,
but sta ined yellowish-brown. It occurred in close proximity
to the other two. All the exposures on the summit area of
the mountain were similar to the above specimens. Lime
stones, schists , quartzites, greywackes, conglomerates and
other rocks are found on the lower portions of the mountain.
The larger boulders on th e valley glaciers were of gneissic
appearance, some dissected by narrow quartz veins.

Glacier, Snow and Meteorological Conditions.

The lower part of all th e glaciers observed appeared to be
substantially stagnant under a continuous moraine cover. At
th e confluence of th e Ogilvie and Logan glaciers, act ive melting

2 By Mr. R. M. Morgan .
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of the moraine-covered surface under our camp was shown
during th e period of our absence on the mountain, a cache
consistin g of wooden boxes and other material und er a canvas
cover being elevated on a pillar of ice some three feet above
the surrounding surface on our return. Melting and opening
of crevasses was also in evidence around ' Cascade Camp.'
Surface activity of th e lower glaciers was considerable during
the warmth of the day, large boulders being continually over
turned and seeking lower levels due to melting down of the
surface. Large mud areas exist along th e right margin of the
Chitina glacier. There was no opportuni ty for measurements
of rate of flow or oth er quantitative measurements on th e
glaciers.

Errat ic ice-blocks of considerable size occur at or above
15,000 ft . along our route above King col. The faces of these
blocks reveal dirt- bearing layers inter-stratified with clear ice,
possibly resultin g from volcanic deposit . The blocks have
"evidently been in situ for some time. Their origin from existing
glacial forms is not very clear . The ice cover at this par t of
the mountain is much broken, and th e minor surface features
were subject to change even during our brief period of obser
vation as a result of snow fall and avalanching.

An interesting problem in snow movement at th e higher
levels is presented by the high winds which sweep the exposed
ridges and open slopes in the upper par t of th e massif and
apparently carry with them large quantities of surface snow.
In view of the low temperatures exist ing at these alt it udes, and
the consequent dryness of the snow, it is at first thought sur
prising that the snow is not completely carried off and conveyed
to lower levels by the wind. Yet a part at least of the pre
cipitation must be compacted and convert ed into ice at these
levels, for many active cliff glaciers are nourished from the
summit ice-cap, and true glacial forms occur on the summit
area where, so far as can be observed, thawing temperatures
must be very rare. The mechanism of neve formation und er
these conditions is an interesting problem.

One wind storm of the character mentioned was encountered
on June 19 between 15,000 and 16,800 ft. Another was met
with on June 26 above 18,000 ft . In both cases the tempera
ture was probably well above zero (F.), and the wind, while
severe, was not such as to prevent a man from walking upright .

. These storms appear to be largely a surface phenomenon, and
may be of local extent . On June 26 blue sky could be seen
overhead during much of the time, although visibility along

VOL. XXXVIII.-NO. CCXXXll. G
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the ground was greatly impaired. It was noted on this
occasion th at th e finely divided material was carried along with
considerable force by the gusts of wind, but appeared to eddy
back and adhere to the surface crust at cert ain points in a
manner very suggestive of electrical attraction, forming drifts
of considerable solidity. It is well known that substant ial
electric charges can be built up by friction and comminution in
snow and dust storms, the smaller par ticles becoming negatively
charged with respect to the larger masses or th e ground. While
the part played by such forces in the present instance must be
a matter of conjecture, it is evident that the resulting attraction
would tend to retard th e loss of snow from th e high levels of
th e mountain, and might assist in th e formation of permanent
crust. In clear weather th e high ridges are frequently seen
to be surrounded by clouds of snow blowing off into space, but
it may be that much of this snow is not permanently 10st. 3

Shadow images, commonly known as ' spectre of th e
Brocken,' were observed on th e summit of Mt. Logan at about

3 Since the above was writt en there has come to my attent ion a
summary description of Arctic climate by W. Werenskiold (Practical
Hints to Scientific Travellers, edited by H. A. Brouwer; Martinus
Nijhoff, 1925), which exhibits so well the parallelism between high
alt it ude and polar conditions-generally speaking, between low te m
perature conditions however produced-that I should like to quote
a few sentences:

, On clear , calm days, the t emperature sinks rapidly (in the dark
season), often down to some - 40-50 0

; if then a wind begins to
blow, the te mperature generally rises, no matter from what quar ter
the wind comes. The extremely low temperatures are due to the
radiation and cause pronounced temperature inversions; and with
a sufficiently strong wind the air is mixed, and th e inversion dis
appears . ..

, The newly fallen snow is soft and loose, as the single crystals
form thin plates and stars ; but th e wind soon begins to handle the
snow and rolls th e particles, which become rounded, and th ey are
then packed more tightly together, and th e snow becomes compact
and firm. At the same time the snow is blown together into long
ridges (Russ. " Sastrugi ") parallel to th e direction of the previous
gale . .. [These were much in evidence on Mt. Logan, sometimes
assuming very fantastic shapes.]

, In strong wind th e snow blows up from the ground and fills the
air with ice crystals , forming an intr ansparent layer many metres
thick; it is often possible to see th e blue sky at zenith , while objects
only a few metres away disappear in the drif ting snow. In such
weather it is difficult and dangerous to move about.'
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8 P.M. on June 23, the sun being, of course, at that tim e still
well above th e horizon. Such shadows are formed in an
obvious manner within a cloud or fog-bank, th e peculiarity of
the phenomenon arising from th e fact that the observer, if he
be within or very close to th e edge of th e cloud mass, sees
distinctly only his own shadow, and not those of his companions
or oth er objects. This is due to th e fact that the shadows are
formed in depth within the mist, and the successive shadow
plan es are only superposed to form a visible image when viewed
in a direction coinciding closely with that of the sun 's rays.
Thus each observer sees in par ticular th e shadow of his own
head and shoulders. In the present case, clouds lay up
against the summit on the east , but were probably momentarily
prevented from drifting across th e ridge by the wind.

This phenomenon is not restricted to great heights. It had
been observed twice previously by the writ er, both times in
the Elbsandsteingebirge of Saxony at elevations of a few
hundred feet.

An interesting feature was the appearance of a fog-bow or
halo around the shadow image, indicating th e existence of
liquid droplets in the air at a temperature of + 4° F. The
existence of the supercooled liquid phase at such temperatures
is not unusual; Wegener observed a fog-bow in Greenland at
- 29° F.," but it would seem that the droplet size should be
small. The reported observation by some members of the
party of rainbow colours in the halo, presumably indicating
larger drops, is therefore very interesting. The writer cannot
recall any definite colouration in the halo, although he is under
the impression that th ere was a slight chromatic fringe around
th e shadow image. This may have been due to frost on the
snow glasses. Since liquid drops of any appreciable size in the
clouds in contact with the summit mass of Mt. Logan at such
relatively high temperatures would presumably precipitate as
sleet, their existence would be significant in connection with
the formation of neve at this altitude.

It remains only to mention the dust storms which occur in
the Chitina valley, dry silt being blown to considerable heights
from th e gravel plain of the river and carried great distances up
the Chitina and Logan glaciers by up-valley winds. The dust
is sufficient to interfere with visibility, and is reminiscent of
the smoke so frequently encountered in our western mountains
at lower altitudes.

" Meleorol. Zeitschr. 37, 9 (1921).
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Record of Temp eratures.

N OTE : Entries which are est imate d or approximate, or which are
uncerta in or doubtful for any other reason, are indicated by
question mark m, as follows :

May 12 7.30 A .M .

1.30 P.M.

8.10 P.M.

May 13 Minimum overnight
6.00 A .M.

8.30 A.M.

3.20 P.M. •

5.30 P.M.

9.30 P.M.

May 14 Minimum overnigh t
7.00 A.M.

12.40 P.M.

2.10 P.M.

6.05 P.M.

May 15 Minimum overnight
8.30 A.M.

5.30 P.M•

. 9.00 P.M.

May 16 Minimum overnight
8.00 A.M.

8.00 P.M.

May 17 Minimum overnigh t
6.25 A .M.

May 18 3.35 P.M.

May 19 Minimum overnight
5.30 P.M.

8.30 P .M .

May 20 Minimum overnight
5.45 A .M.

7.30 A .M.

2.30 P.M.

8.30 P .M.

May 21 Minimum overnight

May 22 Minimum overnight

OF.
McCarthy . 48
Nizina Bridge 66
Young Creek 49
Young Creek 33
Young Creek 40 ·5
Young Creek 48
Hill between Young Creek

and Chit ina River 55
Camp in Woods 48
Camp in Woods 40
Camp in Woods 31
Camp in Woods 39
Rush Pond 66
Rush Pond 70
Camp in Chit ina Valley 61
(Temperature of Chit ina

River ) . 44
Camp in Chit ina Valley 33
Camp in Chit ina Valley 50
Bryson's 54
Bryson's . 50
Bryson's . 31'5(1)
Bryson's . 49
Camp, above Short River 48
Camp, above Short River 28
Camp , above Short River 41
Tra il End . 65
Trail End . 31
Camp, foot of Chit ina Mt. 55
Camp, foot of Chit ina Mt. 45 m
Camp, foot of Chit ina Mt . 27
Camp, foot of Chit ina Mt. 34
Camp, foot of Chit ina Mt. 42
Fraser-Baldwin Cache(Walsh

Glacier ) . 55
Fraser-Baldwin Cache(Walsh

Glacier ) . 39
Fraser-Baldwin Cache(Walsh

Glacier) . 28
Fraser-Baldwin Cache(Walsh

Glacier) . 31
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May 22 Minimum overnight
3.30 A .M .

8.25 P. M.

May 23 Minimum overnight
4.30 A .M .

8.00 P. M.

May 24 Minimum overnight

12.00 noon

6.00 P.M.

May 25 Minimum to 1 A .M.

5.00 P.M.

May 26 Minimum to 12.30
A .M.

1.30 A.M.

May 27 Minimum to 12 P .M.

Minimum to 2 A .M.

2.00 A .M.

5.00 A .M.

3.00 P .M.

May 28 Minimum overnight
Minimum overnight
7.00 A .M.

5.00 P .M.

May 29 Minimum to 12 P .M.
1.00 A .M . (1)
9.00 A .M.

3.00 P.M.

May 30 Minimum to 2 A .M.

Minimum overnight
5.00 A.M.

3.00 P. M.

May 31 Minimum overnight
June 1 Minimum overnight

5.30 A.M.

6.50 A.M.

8.10 A .M.

9.20 A.M.

10.20 A .M .

7.00 P.M.

June 2 Minimum overnight
5.00 A.M.

6.15 A. M.

OF.
Cache, centre Chitina Glacier 31
Fraser-Baldwin Cache . 32' 5
Camp, foot of Eaton Glacier 32
Camp, foot of Eaton Glacier 22
Camp, foot of Eaton Glacier 26
Turn Camp, foot of Ogilvie

Glacier . . 26
Turn Camp, foot of Ogilvie

Glacier . . 14
Turn Camp, foot of Ogilvie

Glacier . . 42 (?)
Turn Camp, foot of Ogilvie

Glacier . . 42
Turn Camp, foot of Ogilvie

Glacier . . 25· 5
Camp, foot of Mussell Glacier 34

Camp, foot of Mussell Glacier 18
Camp, foot of Mussell Glacier 20
Camp, foot of Mussell Glacier 13
Camp, foot of Mussell Glacier 9
Camp, foot of Mussell Glacier 16
Cascade Camp . 21·5
Cascade Camp . 32·5
F oot of Mussell Glacier 22
Cascade Camp 18
Cascade Camp 26
Cascade Camp 32 (?)
Cascade Camp 24
Cascade Camp 28
Cascade Camp 28
Cascade Camp 32 (?)
F oot of Mussell Glacier 7
Cascade Camp 9
Cascade Camp 15
Cascade Camp 29
Cascade Camp 18
Cascade Camp 20
Cascade Camp 25
Cascade Camp . 27
Rock Ridg e, above Cascade 25 (?)
Cascade Camp 34
Cascade Camp 38
Cascade Camp 32
Cascade Camp 25
Cascade Camp 27
Cascade Camp 29.5
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June 2 7.40 A. M.

10.30 A .M.

J une 3 Minimum overnight
4.30 A.M.

10.00 A .M.

10.35 A.M.

6.00 P.M.

June 4 Minimum overnight
5.00 A .M.

3.30 P.M.
5.00 P .M.

J une 5 Minimum overnight
7.00 A. M .

9.30 A .M.

3.15 P. M.
5.00 P.M.

June 6 Minimum overnight
7.00 A .M .

12.30 P. M.
4.10 P .M.

9.10 P .M.

June 7 Minimum overnight
J une 8 Minimum overnight

6.00 A .M.

8.40 A .M.

11.27 A. M.

(1)
3.30 P.M.

4.45 P.M.
6.00 P.M.

June 9 Minimum overnight
4.00 A .M .

12.00 noon
5.30 P .M.
8.00 P.M.

J une 10 Minimum overnight
8.00 A.M. (1)
(1)
6.00 P. M.

J une 11 Minimum overnight
J une 11-13

J une l4 Minimum overnight
4.30 A .M .

7.10 P.M.

OF.
Cascade Camp . . . 39
Rock Ridge, above Cascade 60
Cascade Camp . . 20
Cascade Camp . . 21
Snow Dome, above Rock

Ridge . 50
Rock Ridge 57 (1)
Observation Camp 30
Observat ion Camp 3
Observation Camp 15
Observati on Camp 29
Observation Camp 20
Observation Camp 4
Observation Camp 19
Observation Camp 27 (1)
Below King Col 20-25 (?)
Observati on Camp 20
Observation Camp . -4
Observation Camp . 9
Sled Dump (about 11,600 ft .) 35 (1)
Below King Col 30 (1)
Observation Camp 10
Observation Camp 4
Observation Camp 0
Observation Camp . 5
Sled Dump (about 11,600ft. ) 28
Below King Col 40
King Col Camp. 41
Sled Dump 50 (1)
Observation Camp 30 (1)
Observation Camp 24
Observation Camp 5
Observation Camp 9
Sled Dump 35 (1)
King Col Camp . 23
King Col Camp . 9
King Col Camp . 4
King Col Camp . 20 (1)
Sled Dump 32 (1)
King Col Camp . 19
King Col Camp . 2
King Col Camp. No record,

snowstorm
King Col Camp . .-10
King Col Camp . -4
Camp, above Col . 18
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June 15 Minimum overnight
12.00 noon m

J une 16 Minimum overnight
6.00 A.M.

8.00 P.M.

June 17 Minimum overnight
8.00 A .M.

J une 18 Minimum overnight
J une 19 Minimum overnight

Minimum overnight
8.45 A.M.

10.00 A .M.

4.30 P .M .

June 20 8.00 A .M.

7.00 P.M.

J une 21 Minimum overnight
6.30 P.M .

11.00 P.M.

June 22 Minimum overnight
J une 23 Minimum overnight

June 24

J une 25
June 26
J une 28
J une 29
July 1
July 2

8.00 P .M .

Minimum to about
1 A.M.

Minimum overnight
Minimum overnight
Minimum overnight
Minimum overnight
Minimum overnight
Minimum overnight

OF.
Camp, above Col 7
Camp, above Col 25 (?)
Camp, above Col --8
Camp, above Col - 3
Windy Camp .- 29
Windy Camp .-32
Windy Camp . - 5 (1)
Windy Camp .-25 m
Windy Camp .-33
King Col Camp . . -5
King Col Camp . . 20
King Col Camp . 25-30 (?)
Site of Camp above Col 26
Windy Camp 10
Windy Camp 25
Windy Camp - 5
Windy Camp 15
18,500 ft. Camp .- 10
]8 ,500 ft. Camp .-17
Plateau Camp (thermometer

snowed up) .-12
Summit . 4

Bivouac, below Summit .- 12
Plateau Camp . .-21
Plateau Camp . .-22
King Col Camp . - 5
Cascade Camp . . 20
Cascade Camp . . 23
Turn Camp, foot of Ogilvie

Glacier. . 28

Physical Testing Laboratory- Summary of Test of Aneroid Barometer
No. PTL 8408.

Actual
Amount.

0 ·02
0 ·03
0 ·04
0· 002

Criteria .
1. Average Deviation by Tapping
2. Shift
3. Vertical Correct ion
4. Proportional Drift

Name: Mountain Special. Maker: Short & Mason.
Range : 31 to 14 in. Diam. : 4 in. Smallest Scale Division: 0 ·05 in.
Submitted by: Geodetic Survey of Canada.
Test No. : 8408. Date: April 27, 1925.

Specifications
for Special
Aneroid.
0 ·02 Inch
0 ·03 "
0 ·04 "
0 ·010 "
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6b. Maximum difference at Normal Pres
sure, between corrections at 0° and
20°, or 20° and 40° C. . + 0 ·01

~

~
CIJ
CIJ

~ 0 ·08 "
. At 21 in.

.S Pres.
Q
C':l....,
~ 0·05 Inch

At 21 in.
Pr es.

580.
5b.
5c.

680.

7.

Criteria.
Mean Calibra tion Deviat ion
Maximum Calibration Deviation .
Maximum difference between deviations

at any two consecutive inches .
Corr ect ion at Normal Pressure at 0° C.
Correction at Normal Pr essure at 20° C.
Correct ion at Normal Pr essure at 40° C.
Difference at Normal Pre ssure, between

the corrections ·at 0° and 40° C.

Scale Value at 0° C. .
Scale Value at 20° C..
Scale Value at 40° C. .
Greatest Difference in Scale Value in the

Range 0°-40 ° C.

Actual
Amount .

0 ·03
0 ·04

0·03
0 ·00
0 ·00
0·01

0·01

1· 02
1 ·01
1 ·00

0·02

Specifications
for Special
Aneroid .

0'02 Inch
0 ·04 "

0·03 "

0·04 Inch

Ph ysical T esting Laboratory-Summary of Test of Aneroid. Barometer
No . 1455.

Name : Stanley, London . . Maker: Stanley, London.
Range : 31 to 21 in. Diam . : 4t in. Smallest Scale Division :0 ·05 in.
Submitted by : Geodetic Survey of Canada.
Test No.: 8416. Date: April 27, 1925.

Actual
Criter ia. Amount.

1. Average Deviation by Tapping .' 0 ·12
2. Shift 0 ·10
3. Ver tical Correction 0 ·05
4. Proportional Drift . 0 ·027
580. Mean Calibrat ion Deviation . 0 '02
5b. Maximum Calibrat ion Deviation . . 0 '04
680. Correction at Normal Pressure at 0° C. -0 ·02

Correction at Normal Pr essure at 20° C. 0 ·00
Correction at Normal Pressure at 40° C. -0 ·01
Difference at Normal Pressure, between

t he corrections at 0° and 40° C. . 0·01

Tolerance
Allowed .

0·02 Inch
0·03 "
0 ·04 "
0 ·02 "
0 ·03 "
0 ·05 "

0 ·10 "
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Actual
Criter ia. Amount.

6b. Maximum difference at Normal Pres-
sure bet ween corrections at 0° and
20°, or 20° and 40° C. 0 ·02

7. Scale Value at 0° C. . 1 ·01
Scale Value at 20° C. . 1 ·00
Scale Value at 40° C. . . 0 ·99
Greatest Difference in Scale Value in the

Range 0°-40° C. 0 ·02

M OU NT MALLORY AN D MOUNT I RVI NE.

Tolerance
Allowed.

0· 06 Inch

0·05 "

THE Mount Everest Committee have received, th rough the
,courtesy of Mr. Edward Arnold, the following extract

from a letter of Mr. Ed ward Rainey, Executive Secreta ry
to the Mayor of San Francisco :-

' Las t summer Mr. Norman Clyde, of Independence, Inyo
County, California, climbed two peaks in the vicinity of Mount
Whitney (14,501 ft .), the highest mountain in th e United Stat es.
No record exists of a previous climb of these peaks.

, He suggested to the Sierra Club that the Club sponsor the
naming of th ese peaks after Mallory and Irvine. The Club
so recommended to the United Stat es Geographic Board, and
th e Board has given its approval.

' Mallory (13,870 ft.) is on th e main crest of the Sierra
Nevada, about five miles S.E. of Mount Whitney. Irvine
(13,790 ft .) is about a mile E. of Mallory . These peaks are
in a wild and very beautiful region, and the altitudes equal
or exceed th ose of our most interesting peaks.'

T HE A ME RIOAN M E MBERS OF TH E ALPINE C LU B.

Precis of Minut es of Meeting held October 10, 1925.

THE Autumn Dinner of the Associat ion was held at the
University Club, Montreal, Canada, on Saturday evening,

October 10.
The attending members were Messrs. Charles E. , Fay,

Chairman, Allen Carpe, A. P . Coleman, Henry S. Hall, Jr. ,
J . W. A. Hickson, Howard Palmer, Norman H . Read, H. B.
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